"She makes sure the soil is right -light and well-drained, with plenty of room for sprouting. Then Mrs. Spitzer plants the seeds."
Mrs. Spitzer s Garden, Edith Pattou
At the beginning of each school year, I always read the delightful children's book Mrs.
Spitzer s Garden. Its metaphor of a growing garden and growing children lovingly tended is truthful and thoughtful. My eighth graders roll their eyes when they see this sweet book, but I know they love it.
One project that I have developed and revised for eighth graders is an Autobiographical Scrapbook that involves both language and art. It is also an opportunity for all of us to "tend the garden." Simultaneously, they read an autobiography or biography of a person who has made a positive contribution to society.
I say revised because I have changed the writing topics to meet English Language Arts Standards and have received further suggestions from a wonderful colleague, DeLynn Cox who teaches language arts at Pinewood Middle School.
In viewing this project as best practice one criterion could be the test of time. Consider the letter (I still have the original) that I received from a former student in Thinking and Learning (2005) . Under the section, "Forms of Writing" is a complete lesson on narrative writing. On page 98, before students compose, the text asks the student to "Understand Your Goal" and utilizing the Six Traits philosophy outlines the traits of narrative writing:
Ideas -Select an important time in your life.
Include events and details that show how you have changed.
Organization -Present the events in chronological order with a strong beginning, middle, and ending. Consider using dialogue.
Voice -Usc an active voice and match the tone to your experience.
Word Choice-Choose specific words with appropriate feelings or connotations.
Sentence Fluency -Make your sentences flow smoothly by combining and expanding them. Conventions -Be sure that your punctuation, capitalization spelling and grammar are correct.
There is also a "Rubric for Narrative Writing" which once again uses Six Traits. With true teacher optimism, I shall share only the description of the highest score on the rubric:
Ideas -The narrative captures an unforgettable time. The details make the story come alive. Organization -The way the narrative is put together makes it enjoyable to read. Obviously, the autobiography scrapbook is an extensive project. I introduce it the first week in December, so that students may request any materials as gifts for the holidays, and I definitely keep in mind and assist any students who may not be able to afford or have access to supplies for the scrapbook. We conclude the project in May and share the results in formal presentations. They simply love looking at these scrapbooks, and the sixth and seventh graders look forward to this project as well.
Previously, I stated that the eighth graders also read a biography or autobiography. Next I will share the guidelines for this book presentation. Each card is given a number of from 5 to 10 points.
Book Report: Biography or Autobiography
Select an autobiography or biography totaling at least 100 pages. Mrs. Baker must approve selection.
Read your book and then prepare a set of 4x6 note cards. Number the cards in order 1-12 and complete the cards for your oral presentation: Harcourt, 200 l.
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